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Biodiversity databases are typically incomplete and biased. We identify their three main limitations for characterizing the geographic distributions of species: unknown levels of survey eﬀort, unknown absences of a
species from a region, and unknown level of repeated occurrence of a species in diﬀerent samples collected at the
same location. These limitations hinder our ability to distinguish between the actual absence of a species at a
given location and its (erroneous) apparent absence as consequence of inadequate surveys. Good practice in
biodiversity research requires knowledge of the number, location and degree of completeness of relatively wellsurveyed inventories within territorial units. We herein present KnowBR, an application designed to simultaneously estimate the completeness of species inventories across an unlimited number of spatial units and different geographical extents, resolutions and unit expanses from any biodiversity database. We use the number of
database records gathered in a territorial unit as a surrogate of survey eﬀort, assuming that such number correlates positively with the probability of recording a species within such area. Consequently, KnowBR uses a
“record-by-species” matrix to estimate the relationship between the accumulated number of species and the
number of database records to characterize the degree of completeness of the surveys. The ﬁnal slope of the
species accumulation curves and completeness percentages are used to discriminate and map well-surveyed
territorial units according to user criteria. The capacity and possibilities of KnowBR are demonstrated through
two examples derived from data of varying geographic extent and numbers of records. Further, we identify the
main advances that would improve the current functionality of KnowBR.

1. Introduction
Current development of information technology and biodiversity
informatics allows storing, retrieving, sharing, ﬁltering and manipulating massive datasets such as those on species distributions (Bisby,
2000; Godfray, 2002; Soberón and Peterson, 2004; Graham et al., 2004;
Guralnick et al., 2007). Global initiatives such as the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) provide support for these big data
(Saarenmaa and Nielsen, 2002) that can provide critical information for
large-scale environmental questions (Hampton et al., 2013). However,
even these comprehensively compiled databases suﬀer from a number
of problems and shortfalls (Hortal et al., 2015). In fact, available data
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on the geographical distribution of biodiversity is limited and, often,
inaccurate (Rocchini et al., 2011; Ladle and Hortal, 2013), so our
knowledge on species distributions is typically incomplete (the socalled Wallacean shortfall; Lomolino, 2004; Whittaker et al., 2005).
Consequently, rather than providing accurate descriptions of species
geographic ranges, the extant databases are typically characterized by
incompleteness and biases (e.g., Dennis and Hardy, 1999; Soberón
et al., 2000; Zaniewski et al., 2002; Anderson, 2003; Martínez-Meyer,
2005; Dennis et al., 2006; Lobo et al., 2007; Hortal et al., 2008; Stropp
et al., 2016).
Three limitations of the information from biodiversity databases are
particularly important when characterizing the geographic
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are insuﬃciently consistent (Hortal and Lobo, 2005; Ladle and Hortal,
2013; Hortal et al., 2015; Ruete, 2015; Meyer et al., 2015; Meyer et al.,
2016).
The eﬀects of uneven levels of sampling eﬀort have been traditionally addressed through species richness estimators and species accumulation curves (Soberón and Llorente, 1993; Colwell and
Coddington, 1994; Hortal and Lobo, 2005). This is done under the assumption that they allow comparing the values of species richness and
other aspects of biodiversity between sites surveyed with diﬀerent levels of eﬀort. Indeed, Chao and Jost (2012) and Colwell et al. (2012)
recently demonstrated that it is more appropriate to compare estimated
species richness values between sites showing similar rates of species
accumulation with survey eﬀort than between sites surveyed with the
same intensity. That is, estimates can be reliably compared when the
slopes of the relationships between observed number of species and the
amount of survey eﬀort are similar (i.e., standardizing by survey coverage sensu Chao and Jost, 2012). This implies that estimating survey
coverage is crucial when we aim to identify those locations with
probable reliable inventories.
Despite the widely recognized importance of evaluating data quality
and completeness as a preliminary step in any biodiversity study, this
process is often neglected. Arguably, this is in part because such evaluation process is highly time-consuming, it requires the use of several
software applications and/or R packages, and repeating the same process for each one of the territorial units or sites considered (or, in
general, for any type of spatial unit). Here we present KnowBR, a freely
available R package to estimate the survey completeness of species
inventories across an unlimited number of territorial units or sites simultaneously. Starting with any biodiversity database, KnowBR calculates the survey coverage per spatial unit as the ﬁnal slope of the relationship between the number of collected species and the number of
database records, which is used as a surrogate of the survey eﬀort.
KnowBR calculate the accumulation curve in each spatial unit according
to the exact estimator of Ugland et al. (2003) (default estimator), as well
performing 200 permutations of the observed data (random estimator)
to obtain a smoothed accumulation curve that is subsequently adjusted
to four diﬀerent asymptotic accumulation functions. These functions
allow to obtain a completeness percentage (the percentage representing
the observed number of species against the predicted one) that also may
be used to estimate the territorial units with probable complete inventories.
With KnowBR we aim to provide a tool to assess the levels of survey
completeness across a territory, rather than an application for comparing species richness between sites by the use of the analytic rarefaction and extrapolation techniques developed by Chao and Jost
(2012) and Colwell et al. (2012). KnowBR therefore estimates the degree of completeness of the inventories of all the territorial units within
a given territory and, through that, allows identifying those spatial
units that can be considered well surveyed (herein, WSsus) at a given
resolution and extent, according to the information gathered in any
biodiversity database. KnowBR allows performing all these time-consuming analyses in a very simple way, and simultaneously for a large
number of spatial units both regular (cell option) and irregular (polygon
option).

distributions of species:
1. Unknown survey eﬀort, a lack of knowledge of the eﬀort devoted to
survey each territorial unit that is due to most occurrence records
lacking any associated measure of the eﬀort carried out to obtain
them.
2. Unknown absences, as almost all the available information involves
only species occurrences (i.e., the localities in which a species has
been collected), without any indication of the likelihood that a
species is actually absent from the localities where it was not collected (whether these have been surveyed or not).
3. Unknown recurrence, which results from the incomplete compilation
of species occurrences in many biodiversity databases, as multiple
records of the same species in the same site or territorial unit are
considered redundant and not reported (Hortal et al., 2007). This
prevents teasing apart occasional records from the continued presence of the species in an area.
These three limitations are mutually interrelated, so only when all
known occurrences are comprehensively compiled it is possible to estimate survey eﬀort with some reliability, thereby helping to diﬀerentiate the absence of evidence from the evidence of absence.
Therefore, a biodiversity database that compiles exhaustively all
available information on the identity and distribution of a group of
species would enable both identifying well-surveyed areas (e.g. Hortal
and Lobo, 2005) and obtaining estimates of the repeated occurrence
and/or the probability of absence of particular species (e.g. GuilleraArroita et al., 2010).
An important consequence of data limitations for biogeographical
and conservation analyses is the impossibility of distinguishing whether
the apparent lack of occurrence of a target species in a given location
reﬂects its actual absence or is the result of insuﬃcient survey eﬀort. As
a result, maps of observed species richness are often suspiciously similar
to maps of the number of records per territorial unit (Hortal et al.,
2007). Species Distribution Models (SDMs) are commonly used to oﬀset
such data incompleteness. Brieﬂy, SDMs relate the available occurrence
data with a number of environmental variables (often via sophisticated
modelling techniques). The model created during this training phase is
then projected into the geographical space to predict the probable, albeit unknown, distribution of species (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000).
Such predicted distribution, whether potential or realized, is often
larger than the range documented by occurrence data (Soberón and
Nakamura, 2009). Most SDM techniques rely on absence data to limit
the geographical response of the species, so they are particularly sensitive to the unknown absences limitation. However, common usage of
SDMs promotes an almost-universal use of random pseudo-absences
(a.k.a. background absences) to include absences into the training data
used to derive the predictive function. This practice comes from the
classic procedure followed in Resource-Selection Functions (Johnson,
1980). Use of background absence data is, however, inadequate for
estimating the probability of occurrence of a species (Hastie and
Fithiam, 2013), because it only reﬂects the intensity of the collection
process that led to the data used to train the model (Aarts et al., 2012).
Hence, complex SDM algorithms calibrated with data containing
background absences yield poor and inconsistent predictions, a fact that
often passes unnoticed due to the use of inadequate evaluation methods
(Hijmans, 2012).
Employing statistical shortcuts on data with unknown levels of error
and bias can generate unreliable results. Consequently, good practice in
biodiversity informatics requires knowledge about the number, location
and degree of completeness of surveys for those territorial units that
have been, at least relatively, well inventoried. Such knowledge would
facilitate identifying localities where the lack of records for a target
species can be reliably assumed to correspond to its actual absence.
Nonetheless, it can be used to guide the location of future surveys and/
or determine uncertain or ignorance areas in which biodiversity data

2. Installation and data entry
KnowBR can be used as a regular R add-on package in both Linux
and Mac OS by installing the ﬁle KnowBR.tar.gz (package source), as
well as in RGUI for Windows by installing the ﬁle KnowBR.zip
(Windows binaries). Both ﬁles are available on CRAN (Development
Core Team R, 2016) and also at the web site http://www.ipez.es/
RWizard, in the download section. However, KnowBR can also be used
as a regular application as a plug-in of RWizard, an easy-to-use graphical user interface for the R environment (Guisande et al., 2014).
RWizard is an open-source interface under GNU General Public License
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Table 1
Format of the two CSV ﬁles that can be used as input data in KnowBR. In the two cases the matrices reﬂect the occurrence of a species in diﬀerent localities. Note that
the two ﬁrst records correspond to the same locality and species because they represent diﬀerent sampling events (e.g. collections made on diﬀerent dates and/or by
diﬀerent collectors). The same value (count = 1) is given to each record independently of the number of collected specimens. Each database record is thus a pool of
specimens from a single species with identical information in diﬀerent ﬁelds as location, altitude, date of capture, type of habitat, food resource or collector.
A

B

Species

Longitude

Latitude

Counts

Longitude

Latitude

spp1

spp1
spp1
spp1
spp2
spp3
spp3
spp3

−4.694
−4.641
−2.244
−1.443
−4.713
−3.224
−3.213

34.800
34.741
34.893
35.098
36.140
38.675
38.787

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

−4.694
−4.694
−2.244
−1.443
−4.713
−3.224
−3.213

34.800
34.800
34.893
35.098
36.140
38.675
38.787

1
1
1

spp2

spp3

1
1
1
1

by a “records-by-species” matrix containing only four values: the name
of the species, the longitude and latitude of each record in decimal
degrees, and a count value (see Type A format in Table 1 and the description of data in the KnowBR PDF manual). The data can be also
included in KnowBR as a CSV ﬁle in which each column represents the
occurrence of a species and each ﬁle is a database record (see Type B
format in Table 1 and the description of data in the KnowBR PDF
manual, available at http://www.ipez.es/RWizard/ and https://CRAN.
R-project.org/package=KnowBR).

that has been developed in C# on the Net platform. It is designed as an
interface to facilitate the interaction with R (see video demonstration at
http://www.ipez.es/RWizard). The only requirement for the installation of RWizard is that R and Net Framework 4.0 must be already installed, and then the ﬁle Setup.RWizard.V2.3.exe must be installed.
Although KnowBR can be used without RWizard, this interface increases
the ease of use. KnowBR can be installed into RWizard from http://
www.ipez.es/RWizard, following the menu “download” → “RWizard
applications” → “Install KnowBR”. This way, KnowBR will be added as
another RWizard applications (Guisande et al., 2015; Guisande,
2016a,b,c).
The primary data matrix used in KnowBR must be derived from an
exhaustive database including all available georeferenced information.
This implies that all the records of the study group have been gathered
without discarding apparently redundant data resulting from the repeated occurrences of any target species in the same locality (see Hortal
et al., 2007). Such redundancies can be divided among alternate database records that despite pertaining to the same species and having
been gathered in the same place, diﬀer in any other collection condition
(i.e. date of capture, food source, collector, type of microhabitat, etc.).
Here, any diﬀerence in the value of any database ﬁeld yields a new
record, regardless of the sex and/or number of individuals captured (see
e.g., Lobo and Martín-Piera, 2002).
Most biodiversity data can originate from heterogeneous sources
with diﬀerent collecting methodologies. Because of this and due to the
inability to obtain a universal sampling eﬀort measure, KnowBR uses
the number of database records as a surrogate of sampling eﬀort (Hortal
and Lobo, 2005; Soberón et al., 2007; Lobo, 2008). This practice assumes that the probability of recording a species as occurring in a given
territorial unit correlates positively with the number of database records gathered for that unit. This assumption is not always true. For
example, the accumulation of database records in a locality can be the
consequence of surveys focused on the collection of one or a few species
of particular interest within a large biological group (e.g., a diverse
genus), rather than being due to the even survey of all the species from
that group inhabiting the site. High numbers of database records
gathered in such a biased fashion could falsely indicate that a particular
territorial unit is well-surveyed for all of the species in the taxon of
interest. In light of this potential problem, it is advisable to assess the
degree of coverage of the original surveys, to ascertaining whether (and
where) they were directed to collect all the potential species from the
focal taxon or, on the contrary, the collection bias could lead to falsely
identifying certain unevenly sampled territorial units as well-surveyed.
KnowBR allows implementing a standard approach for assessing the
completeness of biodiversity data to represent the geographical distribution of the species diversity of any given biological group. This
approach is particularly appropriate for poorly surveyed groups and/or
regions lacking suﬃcient information to correct the unequal sampling
eﬀorts resulting from otherwise standardized survey protocols. When
this rationale is applied, the typical “species-by-sites” matrix is replaced

3. Identifying well surveyed territories
KnowBR aggregate the occurrence data in the spatial units (cells or
polygons). In the case of cells, a grid is built considering the resolution
selected by the user and the minimum and maximum latitude and
longitude of the database records. Subsequently, all the occurrences
included within each cell were discriminated for subsequent analyses,
being each cell identiﬁed by its central latitude and longitude. In the
case of polygons, the algorithm used the function in.out of the package
mgcv (Wood, 2018) in order to ﬁnd the database records belonging to
each polygon.
KnowBR uses the species accumulation curve that describes the relationship between the accumulated number of species and the surrogate of survey eﬀort (database records) to characterize the rate of increase with survey eﬀort in each spatial unit (Clench, 1979; Soberón
and Llorente, 1993; Hortal and Lobo, 2005) and to determine WSsus.
This accumulation curve is established in KnowBR both analytically
(exact estimator) and by randomization (random estimator). The
equation of Ugland et al. (2003) is used in the ﬁrst case (default option)
as provided in the specaccum function of the vegan R package (Oksanen
et al., 2014). Alternatively, the user may perform 200 random permutations of the original data with replacement thus smoothing the species
accumulation curve in order to avoid potential spurious eﬀects resulting from the order of addition of the records. The user must take
into account that the random procedure may generate slightly diﬀerent
ﬁnal slopes depending on the selected random samples. The completeness of each territorial unit can be decided based on the ﬁnal slope
of these analytical or smoothed curves (the slope between the two last
steps of the so-generated species accumulation curves). This ﬁnal slope
is thus calculated by KnowBR for each spatial unit. This ﬁnal slope can
be considered a measure of the degree of completeness of the inventory
in each spatial unit (the ﬁnal rate of increase in the number of species
attained with the survey eﬀort developed so far; see Hortal and Lobo,
2005). Previously, the user has to decide the minimum ratio between
the number of database records and the number of species necessary to
proceed with the calculations. A particular slope cutoﬀ value can be
discretionarily chosen by the user to decide which spatial units are wellsampled enough so as to be ﬂagged as WSsus (e.g. Hortal and Lobo,
2005).
In addition, the obtained species accumulation curves are adjusted
243
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et al., 2013, 2014) to download and clean all GBIF data available for
Apoidea (downloaded 4 July 2014). In total, 137,809 records for 5,836
species names (≈30% of total species) have georeferenced distributional data in GBIF. By using ModestR we exported all these data directly to the format required in KnowBR at a resolution of one-degree
grid cells. We then calculated the ﬁnal slope of the species accumulation curve with the random estimator for all the considered cells in
67 min and 53 s for a computer with 8 Gb RAM and 3.40 GHz 2-nuclei
processor. The results (Fig. 1) show that only c.18% of all terrestrial
world one-degree cells (n = 2,776) have georeferenced data for bees,
and that only 9% of all Apoidea species have more than 10 records.
Approximately 14% of the cells with georeferenced data (i.e. 386 cells)
have twice the number of records than recorded species, only 0.8%
(128 cells) have a ﬁnal slope less than or equal to 0.1 (i.e. one new
species added to the inventory each 10 database records), and only
0.5% (74 cells) have a ﬁnal slope lower than or equal to 0.01 (i.e. one
new species per 100 records) (Fig. 1). These results exemplify the
general scarceness, and large degree of bias, in the georeferenced information available among databases dealing with the biodiversity of
many groups, even as economically important as bees. Notably, in this
case survey eﬀort has been distributed in an extremely uneven fashion,
with most records gathered in western North America and central and
northern Europe, while Australia is the region harboring a comparatively higher number of well-surveyed cells (Fig. 1).
The second example of the utility of KnowBR for assessing the
completeness of distributional information at a regional extent is based
on the use of BANDASCA (Lobo and Martín-Piera, 2002; Hortal and
Lobo, 2011). This database currently contains 15,142 records for the 54
species of the dung beetle family Scarabaeidae (Coleoptera) on the
Iberian Peninsula and adjoining islands. In this example, ﬁnal slopes for
four grid cells of varying spatial resolutions (5, 15, 30 and 60 min) were
calculated in 1 min and 20 s. This regional database illustrates some of
the caveats and diﬃculties of applying this kind approach to detect
areas with reliable inventories at varying scales. Changing the spatial
resolution in the analysis notably aﬀects the proportion of cells that can
be considered to be well-surveyed (Fig. 2; see also the green broken line
in Fig. 3A). Only 2% of all Iberian cells (138 cells) can be considered
well-surveyed at a 5-min resolution, with the consequent reduction in
the probability of reﬂecting the whole spectrum of environmental
conditions present in the Iberian Peninsula, compared to larger cell
sizes. Further, the resolution of the analyses can also aﬀect our capacity
to reﬂect the “true” faunistic composition of the obtained inventories.
Some well-surveyed cells detected at low resolution (60') contain a
large number of well-surveyed cells at the highest resolution (5'),
showing that their well-surveyed inventories at the “regional” scale are
the consequence of a number of complete “local” inventories (Fig. 3B).
In some extreme cases, however, a 60' cell would be considered wellsurveyed even when none of the 5' cells it contains presents complete
inventories. This probably arises because many heterogeneous and incomplete “local” inventories may be capable of providing an, apparently, reliable “regional” species inventory. It follows that a low
number of reliable “local” inventories can give rise high completeness
values at coarse resolutions. We suspect that the apparent completeness
of these “regional” inventories may actually underrepresent their local
variability, at least in environmentally heterogeneous areas. Thus,
carrying out an exhaustive survey eﬀort at a locality may imply that
larger territorial units containing this locality also appear as wellsampled, whereas their internal heterogeneity has not been adequately
surveyed. The results provided by this example illustrate the need for
caution when comparing estimates of inventory completeness carried
out at diﬀerent resolutions. It is therefore advisable to conduct exploratory analyses at varying spatial scales to determine whether this
kind of eﬀect may be hampering the completeness of the inventories in
coarse territorial units, at least in highly heterogeneous regions. What is
the most appropriate resolution in each case? We do not believe there is
an easy answer to this question. Be that as it may, the used resolution

to four diﬀerent species-accumulation functions with three or less
parameters: the Michaelis-Menten equation used by Clench (1979)
(Clench option), a negative exponential model (N-exponential option), a
classic sigmoid saturation model (saturation option) and the rational
function (rational option) which is used as default (see Soberón and
Llorente, 1993; Flather, 1996; Mora et al., 2008). The extrapolated
asymptotic values of all these curves can be used, according to user's
selection, to estimate the probable number of species in each spatial
unit when the number of records will tend to inﬁnite, calculating subsequently the completeness (i.e. the percentage of species that has been
inventoried). Again, a completeness value chosen by the user can be
selected to decide the WSsus. Both ﬁnal slopes and completeness values
can be calculated simultaneously for an unlimited number of territorial
units across the geographical extent deﬁned by the user. These territorial units can be regular cells of any resolution (cell option) but also
irregular polygons (polygon option) according to user preferences.
RWizard include in the “Area” argument the possibility of select administrative spatial units (countries and/or provinces) or rivers basins
of diﬀerent levels in which to perform the calculations. Instead of using
the polygons available in RWizard, the user may also include any
shapeﬁle containing the desired irregular polygons (e.g. protected
areas, countries, etc) by means of the “shape” argument. For further
details, see PDF manual of KnowBR_1.5 (https://CRAN.R-project.org/
package=KnowBR).
Classical non-parametric estimators and extrapolated richness values available in other packages as vegan (Oksanen et al., 2014) are not
used here for discriminating WSsus. When the data come from heterogeneous biodiversity data the use of these methods is undesirable. In all
the formerly mentioned calculations each database record is treated as
a sampling unit or independent observation. This means that for each
record only one species is present. However, in the usual incidence and
abundance based procedures (Colwell et al., 2012), the number of
species in each observation is a random variable (i.e., cannot not be
ﬁxed to be one in advance). According to Robert K. Colwell and Anne
Chao (personal communication), the use of non-parametric estimators
is undesirable when the data is structured in the format of database
records.
In order to propose key metrics able to identify WSsus the new
function SurveyQ (Survey Quality) was included in the package KnowBR
to identify and plot the well-sampled, moderated-sampled and poorlysampled cells or polygons. Stated brieﬂy (see PDF manual of
KnowBR_1.5 for further details), using the ﬁle called “Estimators” obtained from KnowBR which includes the ﬁnal slope values of the accumulation curves, the obtained completeness values and the ratio
between the number of records and the observed species (R/S ratio),
SurveyQ provides a map with the location of well-sampled, moderatedsampled and poorly-sampled spatial units. SurveyQ also provides a 3D
graph showing the distribution of these three parameters in all the
considered spatial units (cells or polygons). The default values used to
distinguish well-sampled, moderated-sampled and poorly-sampled cells
or polygons are: slope < 0.02, completeness > 90% and R/S
ratio > 15 for well-sampled spatial units, and slope > 0.3, completeness < 50% and R/S ratio < 3 for poorly-sampled spatial units.
In the case of polygons, a plot representing the values of the three
parameters is depicted by using polar coordinates (Van Sickle, 2010).
4. Two practical examples
The ﬁrst example is the assessment of the completeness of worldwide distributional data on bees. Taxonomy is based on the World Bee
Checklist Project, downloaded from the webpage of the Integrated
Taxonomic Information System (www.itis.gov; last accessed in
December 2016). This checklist includes 19,508 species names of
world-wide Apoidea (Insecta, Hymenoptera) (Ascher and Pickering,
2014), one of the most important insect groups from an applied point of
view. Subsequently, we used the software ModestR (see García-Roselló
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Fig. 1. (A) Number of database records included in GBIF for the Apoidea of the World (Ascher and Pickering, 2014) in one-degree grid cells. (B) Grid cells with ﬁnal
slopes of the relationship between the accumulated number of species and the number of database-records between 0 and 0.1. These cells are preliminarily qualiﬁed
as well-sampled (see main text). (C) Final slopes of accumulated richness relationships for all world countries.

should be the one closest to the average home range of the considered
species”.

distribution of biodiversity, and to study the survey process in detail. To
increase the current functionality of KnowBR, future R applications
should incorporate tools: i) to identify the spatial units that would be
most appropriate for surveying to maximize the spatial and environmental coverage provided by the set of well-surveyed territorial units
(such as Medina et al., 2013); ii) to identify reliable absences for any
focal species and model species distributions using techniques that take

5. Future prospects
KnowBR has the potential to become a standard tool not only to
assess survey completeness, but also to provide fair estimates of the
245
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Fig. 2. Geographical distribution of the well-surveyed grid cells with reliable inventories for dung beetles (Coleoptera, Scarabaeidae) on the Iberian Peninsula and
adjoining islands at multiple spatial resolutions. Here, well-surveyed grid cells are deﬁned as those with completeness values ≥ 80% of the value predicted by the
exact estimator (see text). The maps depict the results for four grid cell resolutions, 60, 30, 15 and 5 min, which correspond approximately to UTM cells of 14,400,
3,600, 900 and 100 km2.

available, the results of the models may extrapolate to unknown conditions or areas (Austin and Heyligers, 1989; Ferrier, 2002; Ferrier
et al., 2002a,b), thereby diminishing the accuracy and reliability of
model projections (Kadmon et al., 2004, Hortal and Lobo, 2011). To
avoid these misleading extrapolations, it is critical to provide the tools
necessary to calculate the environmental coverage provided by the
data, to identify the territorial units that would likely result in better
coverage once surveyed, and to generate predictions of species distributions that take into account the uncertainty in their projections to
areas and domains with less environmental and spatial coverage.
In sum, KnowBR aims to improve the reliability of the results of
biodiversity informatics applications, such as species distribution
models. Good predictions require good biological data. The use of information from sites with inventories close to complete facilitates
generating reliable predictions, and can also be used to design more
eﬃcient surveys that optimize data coverage for the analysis of biodiversity patterns. Good applications of biodiversity data will come only
from assessing the reliability of data and accounting for its actual
quality and accuracy. Of course, KnowBR does not allow overcoming
the intrinsic limitations of the used data due to natural dynamics of
ecological systems or survey diﬃculties. Rare, vagrants or diﬃcult to
survey species as well as collection bias may generate inadequate inventories (Dennis et al., 2006; Lobo et al., 2007; Hortal et al., 2008)
that may add a supplementary uncertainty to the discrimination of well

advantage of both occurrence and probabilistic absence data (Lobo
et al., 2010); iii) to calculate the degree of uncertainty associated to the
results of these models in poorly surveyed areas, based on their degree
of completeness and the distance to well-surveyed areas (i.e. maps of
ignorance sensu Rocchini et al., 2011); and iv) to describe the biases in
the spatial distribution of sampling eﬀort, and explore the factors behind these biases.
These improvements are aimed to allow developing the protocol for
mapping biodiversity attributes described in Hortal et al. (2007) as the
concatenated use of several KnowBR modules. If important gaps in
species distribution information become apparent once well-surveyed
territories have been identiﬁed, additional surveys will be required.
These surveys should focus on covering as much of the spatial and
environmental variability of the studied territory as possible while
minimizing resource expenditure and eﬀorts (Ferrier, 2002; Hortal and
Lobo, 2005; Rocchini et al., 2011). Once well-surveyed areas provide
enough coverage of the region, the future incorporation of species
distribution modeling tools in KnowBR will allow ﬁlling in the gaps in
the known distribution of species without resorting to the impractical
task of exhaustively surveying the entire region. A practical consequence of the use of data from well-surveyed territories is that these
models can provide reliable interpolations when these units represent
the full range of environmental and spatial variation across the region
of interest. On the contrary, when insuﬃcient well surveyed units are
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Fig. 3. (A) Variation in the number of grid cells (in logarithms) with reliable
inventories for dung beetles in the Iberian Peninsula and adjoining islands
(continuous lines and triangles) and their percentages (broken lines and circles)
with regard to the total number of terrestrial grid cells (black continuous line).
The numbers and percentages of the cells with at least one database record are
represented in red, those cells with twice as many records as species are represented in blue, and cells with completeness values ≥ 80% according to the
exact estimator of the accumulation curves are represented in green. (B)
Comparison of well-surveyed cells at 60 (grey ﬁlled circles) and 5 min (red dots)
resolution.

surveyed spatial units. If data weaknesses and shortfalls are known in
advance, and the analyses take the associated limitations into account
in a balanced approach, the conclusions obtained will increase in robustness and conﬁdence. This kind of conclusions will go much farther
in countering skeptics about the extent of the biodiversity crisis and/or
the impacts of global change on biodiversity.
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